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Comments? Send comments on the documentation by going to http://solvnet.synopsys.com, then clicking
“Enter a Call to the Support Center.” Formality®

Integrator’s Manual — NVDLA Documentation
Introduction ¶. This document introduces essential knowledge for how to integrate NVDLA into an SoC. It
includes detail on bus interfaces, power on sequence, address map, cell requirements, and synthesis.
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Tools
Having the right tools to design and verify your chips has never been more important. After all, you're trying to
stay on top of Moore's Law and meet the design challenges that come with this.

Open Source Roadmap — NVDLA Documentation
Open Source Roadmap¶. The open sourcing of the NVDLA core will occur over the course of the next two
calendar quarters. The intent is to deliver a useable core early, with additional configurations and features
following.

Libero IDE | Microsemi
For other families please use Libero SoC Design Suite or Libero SoC PolarFire, see Device Support tab for
details. Note: Libero license options are changing as indicated in Customer Notification CN17012.These
changes came into effect with Libero SoC v11.8 released on 13 th March, 2017.. Libero IDE Software Features:

rtl
RTL-SDR and GNU Radio with Realtek RTL2832U [Elonics E4000/Raphael Micro R820T] software defined
radio receivers. Originally meant for television reception and streaming the discovery and exploitation of the
separate raw mode used in FM reception was perhaps first noticed by Eric Fry in March of 2010 and then
expanded upon by Antti Palosaari in Feb 2012 who found that these devices can output ...

Intel Quartus Prime Standard Edition User Guide: Getting ...
This user guide describes basic concepts and operation of the Intel ® Quartus ® Prime Standard Edition design
software, including GUI and project structure basics, initial design planning, use of Intel FPGA IP, and
migration to Intel ® Quartus ® Prime Pro Edition.The Intel ® Quartus ® Prime Standard Edition software

provides a complete design environment for the following device families:

Intel Quartus Prime Standard Edition User Guide: Design ...
Tip: To meet setup and hold time requirements on all input pins, any inputs to combinational logic that feed a
register should have a synchronous relationship with the clock of the register. If signals are asynchronous, you
can register the signals at the inputs of the device to help prevent a violation of the required setup and hold times.

Cadence Verification Suite
The Cadence Verification Suite of tools accelerates system design, IP and SoC verification, and bring-up,
adding faster project execution with the Xcelium Parallel Simulator and the Protium S1 FPGA-Based
Prototyping Platform.

